
SAINT GALMIER [R-H] - 22 July 
Race 1 - PRIX SAINT ETIENNE LA METROPOLE -  2650m WALK-UP F166 Harness. Purse EUR 
€23,000. 

1. EGLANTINE DU JOUR - No threat in recent weaker walk up starts. Look elsewhere. 

2. EMERAUDE DE MAGNY - Fair mounted debut at Vichy earlier this month but needs to find more 

back in a driven event. 

3. ELEVEN NIGHTS - 3L fifth in this grade at Vichy earlier in the month. Each way claims. 

4. EXO NELGER - Struggled in a stronger Vichy walk up after scoring at Paray-le-Monial two back. 

In the mix eased in grade without shoes. 

5. ELIXIR CASTELETS - Consistent at this level with three placings in previous four walk ups. 

Thereabouts. 

6. DORLANDO - Fair fifth in this grade of an autostart at Hyeres ten days ago. Place option racing 

barefoot. 

7. DARLING DU RABUTIN - Held sixth in this company at this track eighteen days ago. Something 

to find. 

8. COPAIN MALOUIN - Improved 4L success in a similar grass walk up earlier this month. Player if 

replicating back on this surface. 

9. DORIE DE SAUZETTE - 11L sixth in a better grade Cagnes-sur-Mer walk up six days ago. Others 

make more appeal. 

10. EL PARDO - Completed a walk up double in a stronger Chatillon event three starts ago. 

Attractive chance without shoes. 

11. DUC DU VIVIER - Midfield in previous six driven outings including at higher level two back. Has 

ability. 

12. EPISTOLAIRE - Arrives in good form after completing a place double at this venue eighteen 

days ago. Firmly in the mix. 

13. DAUMESNIL - 4L fourth in a similar Hyeres autostart fifteen days ago. Among the chances. 

Summary: EL PARDO (10) is expected to build on promising driven performances this term 
including completing a walk up double among stronger company three runs back. Go close. 
EPISTOLAIRE (12) maintains excellent placed form this campaign making the frame here eighteen 
days ago. Rates a player. ELIXIR CASTELETS (5) can be considered bringing good form without 
shoes. Consider. DAUMESNIL (13) improved finishing fourth in this standard at Hyeres. In the mix. 

Selections 

EL PARDO (10) - EPISTOLAIRE (12) - ELIXIR CASTELETS (5) - DAUMESNIL (13)  



Race 2 - PRIX DES CLEMATITES -  2600m MOBILE F13 Harness. Purse EUR €15,000. 

1. HOLD MAJYC - Unplaced in four autostarts. Hard to enthuse. 

2. HERCULE DU JOUR - 5.25L fourth in a similar autostart on penultimate outing. Could find a 

placing running barefoot. 

3. HARTIST GRIFF - Held sixth in a stronger Vichy autostart twelve days ago. Place option. 

4. HUNIVERS DE CREPIN - 23 race maiden who finished fifth at this level two outings back. Not 

dismissed for a minor place. 

5. HARY DES DAGARDES - 5L fifth in a better grade Hyeres autostart four days ago. Keep safe. 

6. HOLD UP MESSI - Fifteen race maiden who could have more to offer on just his third autostart. 

Keep in mind. 

7. HEDEN CRUZ - 26L defeat on sole autostart attempt at Lyon-Parilly earlier this term. Needs 

improvement. 

8. HARDI DU DOUBS - 18L sixth in a mounted event on reappearance eleven days ago. Something 

to prove on third autostart run. 

9. HIEGO DE NEUVY - Two placings from five autostarts thus far. More needed. 

10. HEROES LOULOU - A pair of grass placings in this company prior to two failures to complete. 

Not entirely ruled out on autostart debut. 

11. HULK DU SABLIER - Modest form since resuming. May improve back in an autostart after a 

second on first attempt in that sphere. 

12. HOLIDAY ELEVEN - Yet to find a placing in five autostart efforts. Hard to recommend. 

13. HUSKY DE BERTRANGE - Improved 0.25L runner up in a weaker Vichy walk up earlier this 

month. Player on autostart debut. 

14. HECKHO D'ORGERES - Improved third in an easier walk up earlier this month but prefer to 

watch on second autostart run. 

15. HYPERVISOR LE FOL - Has finished among the placings in this company on previous six 

outings. Each way appeal. 

16. HIPPY PERRINE - Failed to complete in five of previous six starts. Best watched. 

Summary: HUSKY DE BERTRANGE (13) progressed to finish runner up in a lesser Vichy walk up 
and rates a key player delivering first autostart run. HEROES LOULOU (10) is another autostart 
debutante who demands respect following two grass walk up placings earlier this campaign. 
Dangerous if able to complete. HULK DU SABLIER (11) could show sharp improvement returning 
to an autostart. Solid claims. HYPERVISOR LE FOL (15) can make the frame. Consistent driven 
performer. 

Selections 

HUSKY DE BERTRANGE (13) - HEROES LOULOU (10) - HULK DU SABLIER (11) - 
HYPERVISOR LE FOL (15)  



Race 3 - PRIX DES CAMPANULES -  2000m MOBILE F64 Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. FULL DREAM - Held eighth in this standard of a Vichy autostart 21 days ago. Others more 

persuasive. 

2. FORMENTOR - 6.5L fourth in a better class Hyeres autostart last month. Among the frame 

candidates. Races barefoot. 

3. FABIO DU LOISIR - Two down the field efforts in autostarts since resuming. Others preferred. 

4. FANTOMAS DU VAL - Two wins from four autostarts and fair sixth in this grade two back. Go 

well without shoes. 

5. FOREVER DE PAME - Solid fifth on autostart debut two starts ago and excellent record without 

rear shoes. Key contender. 

6. FANTASME - 5.5L sixth in a better grade Marseille-Borely autostart three back. Frame chance 

with a favourable barefoot record. 

7. FIRST MOLIERE - One placing from eight autostart attempts. More needed but may strip fitter 

second up. 

8. FOR EVER THE BEST - Fair walk up form since resuming and scope for progress back in an 

autostart. Place angle. 

9. FLEUVE DU SABLIER - Two places from four autostarts thus far. Not ruled out for a place. 

10. FIRST FIGHTER - Breakthrough autostart victory in claiming company two starts ago. Keep in 

mind with confidence up. 

Summary: FOREVER DE PAME (5) could gain a first autostart victory after showing ability so far 
including a fifth two runs ago. Key player bringing an excellent record without shoes. FANTOMAS 
DU VAL (4) began autostart career well with two wins from four attempts. Likely to be involved racing 
barefoot. FANTASME (6) delivered a 5.5L sixth in a stronger Marseille-Borely autostart three outings 
back. Rates each way. FIRST FIGHTER (10) may improve. Scored against easier competition on 
penultimate start. 

Selections 

FOREVER DE PAME (5) - FANTOMAS DU VAL (4) - FANTASME (6) - FIRST FIGHTER (10)  



Race 4 - PRIX DES CAPUCINES -  2650m WALK-UP F106 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €23,000. 

1. FAN DE PARIS - DQ late when going well over this track and trip in this company eighteen days 

ago. Not written off. 

2. FLASH OAKS - Down the field at this level over this course and distance eighteen days ago. 

Look elsewhere. 

3. ECU DU CHASSIN - Prefer to watch after three consecutive failures to complete in walk up 

company. 

4. EFFET SAGA - DQ with front pads in a stronger Lyon-Parilly walk up last month. May have more 

to offer. 

5. ELEGANT DE MAGNY - 3.5L fifth in a weaker walk up prior to a DQ on grass. Place chance 

without shoes. 

6. FLOREAL - Improved 3.25L runner up in a similar walk up eleven days ago. Each way appeal. 

7. EGO DES LOUANGES - No worthwhile form in previous five outings. Hopes pinned on a new 

shoeing combination second up. 

8. ELIOTT JULRY - Down the field in a similar Marseille-Vivaux walk up prior to a break. Unlikely to 

feature. 

9. EXTRA DES LOUANGES - Mixed driven form this term. Could find a placing on best form. 

10. FILOU DU CORTA - Midfield in three of previous four similar driven contests prior to an improved 

sixth at Hyeres. Frame chance. 

11. EXTREME DOUDOU - Fair third in a stronger walk up prior to a DQ at Vichy. Each way claims 

running barefoot. 

12. FANGIO DES IRIS - 7.5L fifth in a similar Lignieres walk up four days ago. Contender on earlier 

form. 

13. FEMTO DE VAUVERT - Dual track and trip winner who has failed to finish in previous three 

driven outings. Key chance if able to complete. 

14. ELMET BLUE - 11L third in a similar grass walk up eleven days ago. Among the chances without 

rear shoes. 

15. EASY GOER - Infrequent winner who has been down the field in previous couple of driven starts. 

Unlikely to feature. 

16. ELVIS DES GLENAN - Successful in previous two walk ups of this nature. Go well without 

shoes. 

17. DESTRIER D'OR - 11L fifth in a better grade Lignieres walk up four days ago. Top chance eased 

in class. 

Summary: ELVIS DES GLENAN (16) proved successful attempting a pair of walk ups in this 
standard including at Pornichet. Major player. DESTRIER D'OR (17) was fifth in a stronger walk up 
at Lignieres. Contender at this easier level. FANGIO DES IRIS (12) holds solid claims after some 
fair form among this company earlier in the campaign. FEMTO DE VAUVERT (13) could find the 
frame as a dual track and trip winner. Keep safe. 

Selections 

ELVIS DES GLENAN (16) - DESTRIER D'OR (17) - FANGIO DES IRIS (12) - FEMTO DE 
VAUVERT (13)  



Race 5 - PRIX DES CHARDONS -  2650m WALK-UP E36 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. HARDIE DE BUSSIERE - Thirteen race maiden but was a fair fifth in this grade eighteen days 

ago here. Frame contender.  

2. HESTIA DU COMTAL - Scored in a lower grade five runs back but subsequently disappointing. 

Must bounce back.  

3. HARMONIE DE SOYORA - 6L fifth on reappearance at Vichy three weeks ago and should strip 

fitter. One to note.  

4. HERMINE DU MESLIER - 23 race maiden but ran respectably in her last three starts all in this 

grade. Each way player.  

5. HYPERBOLIC BLEUE - Back-to-back seconds earlier in the year but below par on her last three 

outings. More needed.  

6. HOLLYWOOD STREET - Third in a pair of mobile starts recently including when beaten 1.25L at 

Beaumont-de-Lomagne 25 days ago. Not discounted.  

7. HIMALAYA TONIQUE - 3.25L success in a claiming walk up at Vichy four weeks ago. Open to 

progress on stable debut. Considered.  

8. HIMALAYENNE EMESS - Safely accounted for in recent starts and more needed in this first-time 

shoeing combination.  

9. HARMONIA THE BEST - 3.25L fourth in a class E walk up at Vichy a month ago. Key chance 

racing without front shoes for the first time.  

10. HUNE STAR D'EAM - Arrives in good form including 0.25L second in this grade on mobile debut 

at Feurs two weeks back. Unexposed without shoes. Leading player. 

11. HOLA LAURA - Two solid runs in this grade on her last two outings. Respected racing barefoot.  

12. HAPPY DE NICE - Mixed efforts in this grade on her last two starts. Frame claims.  

13. HAWAI JULRY - Scored in this grade earlier in the season and produced a good third at Vichy 

two back. Dangerous to dismiss if maintaining stride.  

14. HARMONY DU RABUTIN - Excellent start to her career with three wins and three seconds from 

seven career starts. Dual scorer at this level. Top chance. 

Summary: HARMONY DU RABUTIN (14) has made a brilliant start to her career with three wins 
and three seconds from seven career outings. Dual scorer at this level. Top chance. HAWAI JULRY 
(13) won in this grade earlier in the season and produced a good third at Vichy two back. Dangerous 
to dismiss if finding the finish. HUNE STAR D'EAM (10) arrives in good form including a 0.25L 
second in this standard on mobile debut at Feurs. Unexposed racing barefoot. Claims. HARMONIA 
THE BEST (9) is capable at this level and should have more to offer in this first-time shoeing 
combination. 

Selections 

HARMONY DU RABUTIN (14) - HAWAI JULRY (13) - HUNE STAR D'EAM (10) - HARMONIA 
THE BEST (9)  



Race 6 - PRIX DES CROCUS -  2600m MOBILE G96 AM Harness. Purse EUR €6,000. 

1. ESCAPADE DU DIGEON - 4L seventh in a class E mobile event at Vichy twelve days ago. Frame 

contender eased in standard.  

2. CESAR TURGOT - Mixed form in recent starts and has a poor record from behind the mobile. 

Others preferred even with shoes removed.  

3. CANNELLE D'AS - Arrives in poor form and often fails to find the finish. Risks attached. 

4. CYBELE D'HERMES - 2L success in a walk up at Feurs two weeks ago but yet to score in 21 

starts behind the mobile. Frame contender.  

5. DREAM DU CHATELET - Back-to-back claiming thirds prior to a below par run at this venue. 

Outside place claims.  

6. CACTUS DU DONJON - 2L second in an amateur drivers walk up at Feurs just under two weeks 

ago. One to note with the return to a mobile race no issue. 

7. DELTA DE LOIRON - Mixed recent form and yet to show much from behind the mobile. Others 

preferred. 

8. EMPEROR CHARM - Bids for a four-timer following a trio of similar class victories. Three from 

six from behind the mobile. Tough to beat. 

9. DE TOULOUSE VET - Fair sixth at Feurs just under two weeks ago and could find the frame back 

behind the mobile.  

10. EL BELLOUET - Arrives in poor form but this does represent a slight drop in standard.  

11. EMERAUDE DU DESERT - Solid recent form in this level and one to note now back in an 

autostart.  

Summary: EMPEROR CHARM (8) bids for a four-timer following a trio of similar class victories. 
Three from six from behind the mobile and unbeaten in this pad combination. Tough to beat. 
EMERAUDE DU DESERT (11) has some solid recent form for this level and one to note now back 
in an autostart. CACTUS DU DONJON (6) produced a 2L second in an amateur drivers walk up at 
Feurs. In the mix with the return to a mobile race no issue. CYBELE D'HERMES (4) would be 
dangerous if replicating his best walk up form. 

Selections 

EMPEROR CHARM (8) - EMERAUDE DU DESERT (11) - CACTUS DU DONJON (6) - CYBELE 
D'HERMES (4)  



Race 7 - PX VENTE DE MAGNY-COURS - PX COLCHIQUES -  2000m MOBILE E9 Harness. 
Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. ILIONDOR - DQ on both starts from behind the mobile but could find the frame on best walk up 

form.  

2. IDEM MERITE - Three placings from five career starts and not discounted on mobile debut.  

3. IZICOERE LE FOL - Scored in a low grade walk up on grass at a country track two runs back. 

May have more to offer on second autostart attempt. 

4. IF DU BESSY - Nine race maiden but has run fairly in this grade from behind the mobile. Not 

ruled out.  

5. IKARUS FLIGNY - Scored in a lower grade mobile event at Marseille Borely two back and 

excused a below par run since. May bounce back. 

6. INALDO DU FRUITIER - Run well on both mobile starts and holds each way claims in this suitable 

affair.  

7. ILLICO JULRY - 2.5L fourth at Vichy on sole mobile start to date. In the mix.  

8. ISEO DE LOU - Held on both mobile outings but dangerous if replicating best first two walk up 

efforts. Market check needed following a break. 

9. IMPERIAL EMIR - Two placings from five career starts but held on mobile debut. Frame claims.  

10. IOGO LOULOU - 1.75L success in a class F walk up either side of being DQ. Open to progress 

and not dismissed.  

11. ITALIO DE LA ROQUE - 0.75L success in a low grade walk up at Paray-Le-Monial on debut in 

May. Open to improvement. Claims.  

12. IMPERIAL LE FOL - Ran well on both career starts including when 3L second in a class F 

mobile event at Lyon-la-Soie in March. One to note.  

13. IT'S JOY DU VERNET - 0.5L success in a low grade walk up on grass at a country venue. In 

the mix upped in standard.  

14. IDAGANI POINT ONE - 9.5L third in a class F walk up at Vichy seventeen days ago. Consider.  

15. ITOU DES GENIEVRES - Scored on debut at Feurs but held in this grade on both starts 

subsequently. More needed. 

16. IDEAL PERRINE - Well beaten in four career starts. Others preferred on stable and mounted 

debut.  

Summary: IKARUS FLIGNY (5) scored in a lower grade mobile event at Marseille Borely two outings 
back and can be excused a below par run since. Capable of bouncing back. Key player. ITALIO DE 
LA ROQUE (11) produced a 0.75L success in a low grade walk up at Paray-Le-Monial on debut. 
Open to improvement. Notable runner now behind the mobile. IT'S JOY DU VERNET (13) ran out a 
0.5L winner in a low class walk up on grass at a country venue. In the mix upped in level. IOGO 
LOULOU (10) would be dangerous to rule out if maintaining stride. 

Selections 

IKARUS FLIGNY (5) - ITALIO DE LA ROQUE (11) - IT'S JOY DU VERNET (13) - IOGO 
LOULOU (10)  



Race 8 - PRIX DES CYCLAMENS -  2650m WALK-UP E75 HCP Monte. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. GOLF PETTEVINIERE - Sixteen race maiden but capable of finding the frame this grade. Each 

way player.  

2. HAIRIA D'IRATY - Ten DQs from sixteen career outings. May progress in this company. 

3. FLASH AND GO - Nineteen DQs from 30 career outings. Hard to trust.  

4. FAST LOULOU - Struggles to find the finish and others look safer options.  

5. FALCO DE BELLANDE - Third once in three mounted outings. One for the placings.  

6. FERRARI FOLLE - 2.75L fifth in a low grade mounted event at a country venue eighteen days 

ago but that was her first mounted start. Open to progress. 

7. GENERAL DU RABUTIN - Mixed form of late but capable of finding the frame in a mounted race 

of this nature. Runs barefoot. 

8. FINE MOUCHE - Two placings from five mounted outings. Frame contender without shoes. 

9. FALCO DE CAPONET - Capable of going well at this standard and not dismissed on mounted 

debut.  

10. FILOU JULRY - DQ on his last two outings but may show more on mounted debut.  

11. GIN KAS - 4.5L third in this grade on mounted debut at Vichy. Notable runner.  

12. GEZADE DU BOCAGE - Good mounted record with five wins from seventeen starts. Solid 3.25L 

second in this grade at Enghien a week ago. Top chance racing barefoot. 

13. FULL AUX ROIS - Held on recent outings but may show more back in a mounted event.  

Summary: GEZADE DU BOCAGE (12) has a good mounted record with five wins from seventeen 
starts. Solid 3.25L runner up in this grade at Enghien a week ago. Top chance. GIN KAS (11) 
produced a 4.5L third in this class on mounted debut at Vichy. Open to progress. Notable runner. 
FINE MOUCHE (8) has found the frame twice from five mounted attempts. Each way player racing 
barefoot. FALCO DE CAPONET (9) needs a market check on mounted debut. 

Selections 

GEZADE DU BOCAGE (12) - GIN KAS (11) - FINE MOUCHE (8) - FALCO DE CAPONET (9) 

 


